Sharing experience from Chinese General Practitioners to International colleagues on how to tackle COVID-19
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China was the first country where the novel coronavirus appeared. General Practitioners (GPs) in China are at the forefront of tackling the spread of the virus. While the health sector in China has been under scrutiny globally, many articles have been disseminated within the country about the response. GPs in China are keen to share their experiences with GP colleagues, as other countries go through similar experiences. The hope is that by sharing our experiences, our international colleagues can benefit from what worked well and what went less well.

Coronavirus started spreading from Wuhan in Hubei Province in late 2019. As in many parts of China, Wuhan is a hospital-oriented health service, as the family medicine system is not yet fully implemented. The surge of patients to hospitals quickly overwhelmed the health system in Wuhan and surrounding towns and cities, as patients sought testing and treatment, and in the process helped to spread the virus more quickly. The experience has put the spotlight on the ineffectiveness of hospitals as the first port of call for this and other types of virus.

GPs working in the community are engaged in diagnosing and treating patients, educating the public and guiding the community in the fight against the outbreak. The main challenges for all health care providers, but for GPs in particular, are the overwhelming numbers of patients, the adverse working conditions – including exposure to infectious risks, the uncertainties and unknowns about the trajectory of the disease, and coping with fears and panic among the population. For GPs, the challenges do not end there: the continuity of care and treating the whole person rather than the single disease are essential inputs by GPs to the whole community to the path of recovery.

World Health Organisation (WHO) led a Joint Mission to China in mid-February 2020 where they commended the three-phase response established. As detailed in the WHO report, Phase 1 of China’s response was to prevent cases from spreading from Wuhan to other areas; to control the source of the infection, block transmission and prevent further spread. Phase 2 was to reduce the epidemic and slow the increases in cases, with all patients treated and close contacts isolated. Phase 3 focuses on reducing clusters of cases, thoroughly controlling the epidemic and striking a balance between epidemic prevention and control, sustainable social and economic development.

Community engagement is the first line of defence in the battle against infectious diseases. GPs are both gatekeepers and health promoters by empowering the community to build a firewall against the deadly virus. GPs are engaged in each of the three phases of response to the disease. For example, they help block the viral transmission in Phase 1 by monitoring people at designated checkpoints; they slow the increase of cases by treating patients and providing medical surveillance in the community in Phase 2. In Phase 3, they take care of the clinical and psychological well-being of patients and extend that to their families, so the whole community can return to normal life, as soon as practical.

There are numerous instances of individual and team responses to the outbreak, many of them reflecting on the efforts of GPs who have developed trust and good communication with their patients. Providing both personal care and online support has helped to alleviate the inevitable anxiety which can quickly take hold in communities.

In 2016, the Chinese State Council issued guidance on the promotion of Family Medicine, with the aim of extending availability of family practice to the entire population by 2020. This hasn’t been fully implemented but is well under way. As the health system responded to the rapid spread of the coronavirus outbreak, the efforts and professionalism of GPs has been widely acknowledged and reported in the Chinese press. The COVID-19 outbreak has refocussed attention on the ‘first in last out’ role of the GPs and has reinforced the need for widespread availability of qualified GPs across the country. Through remarkable individual and team efforts, displaying truly remarkable individual and team efforts, displaying truly
professional general practice, the role of family medicine in the Chinese health sector is now well recognised.
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